Abstract. OH-equivalent temperatures were derived from all of the temperature profiles retrieved in 2004 and 2005 by the ACE-FTS instrument in a 5 degree band of latitude centred on a ground-based observing station at Maynooth. A globally averaged OH volume emission rate (VER) profile obtained from WINDII data was employed as a weighting function to compute the equivalent temperatures. The annual cycle of temperature thus produced was compared with the annual cycle of temperatures recorded at the ground-based station more than a decade earlier from the OH*(3-1) Meinel band. Both data sets showed excellent agreement in the absolute value of the temperature minimum (∼162 K) and in its time of occurrence in the annual cycle at summer solstice. Away from mid-summer, however, the temperatures diverged and reach a maximum disagreement of more than 20 K in mid-winter. Comparison of the Maynooth ground-based data with the corresponding results from two nearby stations in the same time-period indicated that the Maynooth data are consistent with other ground stations. The temperature difference between the satellite and ground-based datasets in winter was reduced to 14-15 K by lowering the peak altitude of the weighting function to 84 km. An unrealistically low peak altitude would be required, however, to bring temperatures derived from the satellite into agreement with the ground-based data.
Introduction
Inter-comparison of geophysical datasets measured by different techniques is valuable for the validation of the techniques themselves in addition to offering the possibility of uncovering new physical phenomena. The ideal case for such comparisons arises when the measurements are taken at the same time and place. Even under ideal conditions, it can be difficult to reconcile a discordance between datasets which can Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. occur due to differences in signal levels and instrument characteristics (e.g. Oberheide et al., 2006) . On the other hand, She and Lowe (1998) have pointed out that valuable intercomparison between two instruments at different sites may be achieved on a statistical basis, when the comparison is restricted to parameters which are of large spatial scale and long period.
This study reports on a comparison of temperatures retrieved by two satellite instruments, ACE-FTS and SABER for the period January 2004 to December 2005 with temperatures obtained from the OH*(3-1) Meinel band which were recorded more than a decade earlier. To facilitate the comparison, we computed an "OH-equivalent temperature" (the temperature that the ground-based instrument would detect for a given temperature profile) for each satellite temperature profile. The study is prompted by the following considerations: (a) validation of the concept of an OH-equivalent temperature together with the near global coverage of the satellites offers the possibility of establishing a global climatology of OH temperatures (see e.g. von Savigny et al., 2004) ; (b) the extensive latitude coverage of both ACE-FTS and SABER makes them a potentially very valuable resource as a transfer standard for inter-comparison of temperatures obtained by different techniques and from observation stations at different locations; (c) the annual average temperature of the atmosphere in the region of the mesopause has changed very little over the past decade (e.g. Beig et al., 2003) ; (d) the averaged altitude of emission of the OH Meinel bands has been found to be remarkably consistent (87 km in altitude and a width at half intensity of 8-10 km) (e.g. She and Lowe, 1998; Oberheide et al., 2006) since the seminal report on the topic by Baker and Stair in 1988 ; (e) the quality and volume of data available in the datasets is sufficient for a useful statistical comparison; (f) similar efforts are currently underway for the results from other ground-based instruments (Oberheide et al., 2006; López-González et al., 2007) ; (g) temperatures derived from OH emissions are beginning to be used in the study of long term change in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (Bittner et al., 2002; Sigernes et al., 2003) . It is important, therefore, that we have a clear understanding of precisely what such a temperature measures.
Instruments

Ground-based OH*(3-1) data
The ground-based data used in this study, some of which have been reported already (Mulligan et al., 1995) , were recorded at Maynooth (53.2 • N, 6.4 • W) over the two-year period 1993 to 1994. Since the Maynooth station did not record any data during the operational phase of either ACE-FTS or SABER, these two years were selected for the study because they have the highest number of individual measurements available, and they match very closely the timeframe in their phase of the solar cycle. The instrument used to record the data is a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer supplied by Bomem Inc. It records the spectrum in the region 1.0-1.65 µm using a thermoelectrically cooled InGaAs detector and has a maximum resolution of 2 cm −1 . It has a circular field-of-view of approximately 1.5 • and an OH* spectrum with a signal-to-noise ratio sufficient to recover the rotational temperature to within an uncertainty of less than ∼5 K is acquired in approximately 5 min. The P 1 (2), P 1 (3) and P 1 (4) lines in the (3,1) band in each spectrum were used to derive temperatures because they are among the most intense lines in the spectrum and are not affected to any significant extent by water vapour absorption (Turnbull and Lowe, 1983) . Details of the temperature determination and the transition values used are given in Mulligan et al. (1995) .
The instrument was operated on all cloudless nights in the two-year period giving 114 nights in 1993 and 106 nights in 1994. Figure 1 shows the temperatures obtained on the night of 16/17 September 1993 and is a typical night record. On average there are approximately 100 individual temperature measurements per night with up to 160 in the longest winter night and as low as 40 in the shortest summer night. The total number of individual temperature measurements in the two-year period was 21 378. An averaged nightly temperature is calculated for each night, where the contribution of each temperature to the nightly average is weighted according to the inverse-square of its individual measurement uncertainty (Bevington, 1992) . Since the comparison reported here is a statistical one, it is important to note the temporal bias in the number of measurements per night, with more measurements in winter than in summer due to the shortness of summer nights. In addition, the time period over which the temperature is averaged in summertime (just over 5 h) is considerably shorter than in winter (typically 14 h). The potential effect of this bias will be considered below.
ACE-FTS data
SCISAT-1 also known as the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) is a Canadian satellite mission designed for remote sensing of the Earth's atmosphere using occultation spectroscopy . It was launched on 13 August 2003 into a circular 650 km orbit with an inclination of 74 • to the equator thereby providing for good coverage of tropical, mid-latitude and polar regions. The primary instrument on board the satellite is a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) operating between 2 and 13 microns with an unapodized resolution of 0.02 cm −1 which allows the vertical distribution of trace gases, pressure and temperature to be measured. The instrument has a circular field-of-view of 1.25 mrad which determines the vertical resolution to be about 3-4 km in the altitude range 10-150 km. Pressure and temperature as a function of altitude are determined from the FTS measurements through analysis of carbon dioxide absorption . The altitude spacing is controlled by the scan time (2 s at full resolution) of the FTS and the orbit of the satellite. It ranges from 2 km for long occultation events (slowly rising/setting sun) (an occultation event is a sunrise or a sunset in the satellite's frame of reference) to 6 km for occultations in which the sun rises (or sets) perpendicular to the Earth horizon. Vertical sampling depends on the absolute value of the angle between the orbit track of the satellite and the Earth-Sun vector -the so-called beta angle. The greater the value of beta, the smaller the distance between vertical samples. During a single year vertical sampling completes six cycles of going from high vertical sampling (<2 km altitude) to low sampling (<6 km altitude) and back to high sampling again. The highest vertical sampling (<2 km) occurs in the months of February, April, June, August, October and December, with the lowest sampling in the other six months.
Temperatures and pressures are interpolated to a 1 km vertical grid assuming the atmosphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium to match the higher resolution of a second instrument on board the satellite called MAESTRO (Measurement of Aerosol Extinction in the Stratosphere and Troposphere Retrieved by Occultation). One of the level 2 data products of the satellite is the temperature profile specified at 1 km intervals in the altitude range 0.5 to 149.5 km for each occultation event. The temperature profiles produced by Version 2.2 of the ACE-FTS processing software were used in this study. Typically there are approximately 15 orbits per day each containing one sunrise and one sunset event. The time of measurement and geographic coordinates of each occultation event are known with a high degree of accuracy. Over the course of the period of the data considered (January 2004 -December 2005 , more than 8000 temperature profile measurements have been made available. Figure 2 is a typical temperature profile selected here because its latitude and longitude coordinates (54.44 • N, 4.13 • W) are close to the observing station at Maynooth. Uncertainties of 3-5 K are quoted for the temperature retrievals which include statistical fitting errors assuming a normal distribution of random errors, but do not take account of systematic contributions. Recently published validation work using both ground-based and space-borne measurements (Sica et al., 2007) shows ACE-FTS temperatures to be in agreement with other sensors to better than ∼5 K in the lower mesosphere.
Although designed primarily as a stratospheric experiment, the ACE-FTS temperature data represents a potentially very valuable resource for atmospheric study outside of the principal region of interest. The very extensive latitude coverage over all longitudes and local times between 80 • S and 80 • N offers the potential for ACE-FTS to act as a transfer standard for comparing temperatures measured at different locations and by different techniques over almost the entire Earth. In the present study, the temperatures of interest are those in the vicinity of the mesopause. The OH Meinel bands in the near-infrared have long been used (see e.g. Sivjee, 1992) to determine mesopause temperature because they are among the brightest airglow features in the night sky. We have determined an OH-equivalent temperature (described in detail in Sect. 3) from each satellite temperature profile. Averages of these temperatures over a period of two years were then compared with ground-based measurements over a similar period. It was intended initially to perform a comparison of ACE-FTS OH equivalent temperatures only with Maynooth ground-based data. However, as will become clear 4 F. J. Mulligan and R. P. Lowe: OH-equivalent temperatures derived from ACE-FTS and SABER temperature profiles (Espy and Stegman, 2002) -that have latitudes similar to Maynooth. An averaged nightly temperature was calculated for each night on which temperature data was recorded at all three ground stations. For the Maynooth data, the contribution of each temperature to the nightly average is weighted according to the inverse-square its individual measurement uncertainty (Bevington, 1992) . Each nightly averaged temperature for the two-year period, 1993-1994, was then binned according to the day of the year into 30-day windows centred at 15-day intervals. An average temperature was calculated at the centre of each window. The overlap of the windows meant that the final 15 days of window n was also included as the first 15 days of day n+1. The Wuppertal and Stockholm data were processed in the exactly same manner as the Maynooth data and all three data sets are plotted in Fig. 3 
Calculation of OH-equivalent temperatures from satellite temperature profiles
Following the work of Baker and Stair (1988) , the mean altitude profile of the Meinel hydroxyl emission band is usually considered to have a maximum near 87 km altitude and to have a full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity of 8-10 km. These values have been confirmed by the results of She and Lowe (1998), and Oberheide et al. (2006) among others. Indeed, the degree of consistency reported for the height of this layer was one of the factors that prompted the type of statistical comparison undertaken here. As a result of measurements by the WINDII instrument on the UARS satellite (Lowe, 1995; Zhang and Shepherd, 1999; Liu and Shepherd, 2006) , it is now known that the altitude of the peak emission of the OH*(3-1) Meinel band undergoes small departures (<±3 km) as a function of time of year, latitude and phase of the solar cycle. We return to this point in detail in the discussion, but for the moment we treat the OH emission as if it arises from a globally uniform stable layer fixed in altitude and in depth. The temperatures available from the ACE-FTS instrument are specified at a vertical spacing of 1 km in the range 0.5-149.5 km in altitude, while SABER temperatures are specified with a vertical spacing of 0.4 km. Ground based temperatures represent a type of weighted average temperature over the height of the emitting layer. The weighting function is in essence the altitude profile of the OH emission itself. In order to facilitate a comparison of the satellite temperature profiles with the ground-based data, it is necessary to calculate an equivalent OH temperature from each temperature profile. von Zahn et al. (1987) were the first to apply the concept of an OH-equivalent temperature when comparing ground-based OH*(3-1) temperatures with temperature profiles obtained by lidar. The method was used subsequently by She and Lowe (1998) who distinguished between a brightness weighted temperature, T B , in which the temperature profile is combined with the volume emission rate profile, and the more exact OH-equivalent temperature, T rot , (representing the rotational temperature) in which the temperature profile in combination with the VER profile is used to calculate a vertically-integrated intensity I J for each of the three hydroxyl emission lines (P 1 (2), P 1 (3) and P 1 (4)) in the spectra that are used to determine the temperature from the Fourier transform spectrometer. The brightness weighted 6 F. J. Mulligan and R. P. Lowe: OH-equivalent temperatures derived from ACE-FTS and SABER temperature profiles temperature is calculated as
where z is the altitude, T (z) is the temperature profile and VER(z) is the OH volume emission rate profile. T rot is obtained from the intensities of the three most intense lines in the OH*(3-1) band in exactly the same fashion as in the case of the spectrometer, where each intensity is calculated as:
where J is the rotational quantum number corresponding to each of the three emission lines, A J is the transition probability for each line, E(J ) is the energy of one photon at the line in question, and k is the Boltzmann constant. T rot is calculated as the negative inverse of the slope of a plot of ln{I J /(A J .2(2J +1))} versus E(J ). Makhlouf et al. (1995) have reported the effect of using either T B or T rot in a photochemical-dynamical model of the measured response of airglow to gravity waves. She and Lowe (1998) pointed out that the brightness temperature method is susceptible to the small non-linear variation of intensity with temperature, which can give rise to a temperature difference of a few degrees if the temperature profile contains steep gradients of the order of 10 K/km. While one of the characteristics of the mesopause is a slowly changing temperature as a function of altitude, it should be noted that gradients in excess of 40 K/km near 90 km have been observed by Fritts et al. (2004) in summer mesopause conditions. Both von Zahn et al. (1987) and She and Lowe (1998) used the more exact method in preference to the brightness temperature. More recently, Oberheide et al. (2006), and López-González et al. (2007) have used the brightness temperature method when converting SABER temperature profiles from the TIMED satellite into OH-equivalent temperatures using the OH emission profile determined Baker and Stair (1988) , i.e. a Gaussian shaped weighting function centred at 87 km with a full-width at half maximum of 8.7 km. In the reports of von Zahn et al. (1987) , She and Lowe (1998), Oberheide et al. (2006) and López-González et al. (2007) , as in the present work, differences in the field-of-view of the techniques being compared can contribute to differences in the temperatures. However, it is expected that the extent of the averaging employed should effectively eliminate any significant trend.
ACE-Maynooth comparison
In the ideal case we would have simultaneous temperature and OH VER profiles from which to compute the OH equivalent temperature. Since ACE does not measure the OH VER, The labels are the number of measurements in each cluster. . The orbit of the satellite causes the measurements to cluster around certain days of the year (sr/ss refer to a sunrise/sunset occultation; sr1 refers to orbits 1-10 000, while sr2 refer to orbit numbers >10 000). The average temperature for each of the clusters is also plotted and it is assigned to the day in the centre of the cluster.
we adopted a statistical approach and used a globally averaged OH VER profile.
We initially calculated OH-equivalent temperatures using the brightness weighted temperature method. The weighting function used was based on the OH volume emission rate profile determined by She and Lowe (1998) , since the number of profiles on which it is based is far greater than that used in the original determination by Baker and Stair in 1988 . We subsequently calculated OH-equivalent temperatures using the more precise method employed by both von- Zahn et al. (1987) and She and Lowe (1998) , but found that the temperatures obtained differed by an average of only 0.22±0.14 K, with T B always higher than T rot . The maximum difference obtained between the two methods of temperature calculation was 0.9 K. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the Gaussian weighting function with the She and Lowe (1998) profile used in this work. The latter has a less dramatic fall off at the high altitude side with the result that its centroid is approximately 1 km higher in altitude than the Gaussian with a peak at 87 km.
The She and Lowe weighting was applied to each ACE-FTS temperature profile that fell within ±2.5 degrees latitude of the Maynooth station regardless of longitude in order to calculate an equivalent OH temperature. Figure 5 shows all of the temperature values thus obtained for the 292 ACE-FTS profiles that satisfied the latitude criterion. Because of the orbit of the satellite, measurements tend to cluster around certain days of the year. All longitudes and times are equally represented within the 5 degree latitude band, and no significant difference was found between the temperatures determined from profiles retrieved from sunset and sunrise. All of the OH-equivalent temperatures in a given cluster were then averaged and the average was assigned to the day of the year in the centre of the cluster as shown in Fig. 5 . The value so assigned is the average over a broad range of longitudes, (i.e. each point is a zonal average); hence any variation that might be present due to planetary scale waves would be expected to be averaged out in the daily averaged ACE-FTS data, just as it would be expected to be averaged out in the 30-day averaged ground-based data described in Sect. 3.1.
In order to understand the effect of calculating an OHequivalent temperature for the ACE-FTS data, we calculated the average temperature at a fixed height of 87 km for the clusters in Fig. 5 , together with OH-equivalent temperatures using the Gaussian weighting function. Figure 6 shows all three temperature values for each of the clusters shown in Fig. 5 . The average of the OH-equivalent temperatures determined using the two different weighting functions is almost identical (182 K). However, the OH-equivalent temperatures obtained using the She and Lowe weighting are approximately 2 K higher in summer and between 2 and 3 K lower in winter than the corresponding temperatures obtained using the Gaussian weighting as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Figure 6 also shows that the OH-equivalent temperature (regardless of the weighting function used) is higher in summer than the average temperature at 87 km by approximately 6 K, and that the situation is reversed in winter but with the difference less than ∼2 K. This effect can be understood by examining the average temperature profile as a function of day of the year, illustrated in Fig. 7 , for the clusters shown in Fig. 5 . During the winter, the temperature at 87 km is a very good estimate for the OH-equivalent temperature determined by the weighting function (also shown in Fig. 7 ) because the average temperature profile tends to be approximately linear along the most influential part of the weighting function. In the summer however, the temperature profile shows a pronounced minimum near 87 km with the result that the weighting function tends to increase the OH-equivalent temperature. Figure 7 also provides very convincing evidence of the existence of the two-level mesopause (high in winter near 100 km and low in summer near 86 km) first reported by von Zahn et al. (1996) . Figure 8 shows both the ground-based 30-day averaged temperatures together with the mean OH-equivalent ACE-FTS temperatures. The error bars associated with the points plotted are ±1 standard deviation (σ ) in the data and they are primarily the result of geophysical variations rather than an inherent uncertainty in the measurements. Since the processing of ACE-FTS data has not yet reached the point of including systematic contributions in the uncertainties reported for the temperatures in an altitude profile, we simply note that the precision of the averaged values determined here is comparable to the (<1 K) precision of the ground-based averaged temperatures.
The ground-based and satellite data in Fig. 8 exhibit an annual cycle with a cold summer and warmer winter mesopause. They also show excellent agreement in the low temperatures reached near summer solstice (∼162 K). Away from summer solstice, however, the ground based temperatures begin to show higher values than the ACE-FTS OHequivalent, with the maximum difference occurring in winter. A maximum disagreement of up to 20 K is observed in midwinter. This degree of divergence between the datasets is surprising, being far greater than the degree of precision associated with either set, and it suggests that either the groundbased or the ACE-FTS data set (or both) may include a systematic offset. It is known that some of the emission lines in the OH*(3-1) vibration-rotation band undergo absorption by water vapour in the lower atmosphere (Turnbull and Lowe, 1983) . The increased water vapour content in summer has the potential to introduce a seasonal bias in the ground-based temperatures. However, the P 1 (2), P 1 (3) and P 1 (4) lines in the OH*(3-1) band were selected for temperature determination specifically because they are not affected to any significant extent by water vapour absorption.
All of the OH*(3-1) temperatures were obtained during the night, whereas the ACE-FTS temperatures were sampled uniformly throughout the 24 h period. A large diurnal tide with a seasonal variation could produce the type of temperature difference illustrated in Fig. 8 . As was mentioned in Sect. 2.1, the Maynooth ground-based data are biased to have a greater number of measurements per night in the winter. The shorter observing period in the mid-summer could give 10 F. J. Mulligan and R. P. Lowe: OH-equivalent temperatures derived from ACE-FTS and SABER temperature profiles rise to a bias arising from non-cancellation of either the diurnal or semidiurnal tide. The magnitude of either tide is not expected to be large at these latitudes (Zhang and Shepherd, 1999) . Nevertheless, we examined the ACE-FTS temperatures for tidal variations but found no evidence to support this possibility. We repeated the examination for a wider band of latitude (±7.5 degrees) centred on the Maynooth station in order to improve the statistics, but we were still unable to find evidence of any significant tidal variation that might explain the temperature difference shown in Fig. 8 .
The disagreement between the OH-equivalent temperatures and the ground-based measurements in winter time can easily be attributed to the fact that a constant altitude profile was used in calculating the OH-equivalent temperatures, whereas in reality, the OH emission layer changes its altitude as a function of season and latitude (Lowe, 1995; Zhang and Shepherd, 1999; Liu and Shepherd, 2006) . In addition, the profile of the OH VER departs from a simple layer to a more complex structure between 5 and 25% of the time (Melo et al., 2000) , with a two-peaked structure being the most common. In the following paragraph, we attempt to take account of the altitude change. Liu and Shepherd (2006) developed an empirical model for the altitude of the OH nightglow emission based on VER profiles of the OH(8-3) P 1 (3) line at 743 nm. Unfortunately we were unable to use the model because its coverage is limited to the latitude region 40 • S to 40 • N; it also requires knowledge of the integrated emission rate, which is not measured by ACE-FTS. The orbit of UARS was such that the majority of the WINDII data in the latitude range 50 • -60 • N was confined to the 6 months centred on the winter solstice. The altitude of the peak emission of OH determined from these orbits was in the range 84-88 km with the lowest altitudes tending to occur at winter solstice (Lowe, 1995) . Figure 7 shows that if the weighting function were centred on a lower altitude, the resulting OH-equivalent temperature would be increased in winter time, thereby reducing the temperature difference between the satellite and ground based measurements. We computed the OH-equivalent temperature using the She and Lowe weighting function centred on a range of altitudes. The temperature difference between the two data sets in winter was reduced to approximately 14 to 15 K by lowering the peak altitude of the weighting function to 84 km. However, we found that the peak altitude had to be placed unrealistically low to obtain agreement between the satellite and ground-based data in winter. Figure 9 shows the effect of lowering the peak altitude of the weighting function on the computed OH-equivalent temperatures from ACE-FTS, together with OH*(3-1) temperatures from Maynooth. The OH-equivalent temperatures at summer solstice are relatively insensitive to small changes (<3 km) in the peak altitude of the weighting function, in contrast to the winter values which show maximum sensitivity in this regard. In summary, we were unable to find a satisfactory explanation for the discrepancy in the 30-day averaged winter values. We decided to examine data from a second satellite as a check on the ACE-FTS data. SABER/TIMED was chosen because it has temperature profiles that were obtained in the time period under study, and has the added advantage that it makes measurements of the OH VER profile.
SABER-Maynooth comparison
SABER measures the OH VER profile in the range 1.56-1.72 µm which includes mostly the OH*(4-2) and OH*(5-3) bands. We discuss in detail the effect of using this profile to calculate the OH equivalent temperature at the end of this section, but at this point we use the same globally averaged OH VER profile to calculate OH equivalent temperatures in order to treat the data from both satellites in a consistent way. The temperatures available from the SABER instrument are specified at a vertical spacing of 0.4 km in the range 12 km-140 km in altitude. SABER measures approximately 100 profiles for every two measured by ACE-FTS. As a result, it was not necessary to employ the zonal averaging used in the case of the ACE-FTS data. OH equivalent temperatures were calculated (in the same way as the ACE-FTS temperatures) from each SABER temperature profile that was obtained within ±2.5 • latitude and ±5 • longitude of the station at Maynooth for the same time period as the ACE-FTS data. The number of profiles that satisfied these selection criteria for the 2004-2005 time period was 1018. Each SABER point shown in Fig. 8 is a 30-day average of the OHequivalent temperatures, and error bars are ±1σ . The agreement between the two satellite datasets is very good apart from days 43 and 87, at which the ACE-FTS values are 4-7 K lower. ACE-FTS is also a few K lower in mid-summer. Validation work on ACE-FTS temperature profiles Sica et al., 2007; Schwartz et al., 2008) indicates that in general they are in good agreement with temperature profiles from other satellites. Up to 10% of ACE-FTS temperature profiles are affected by unphysical oscillations as large as 10 K in the mesosphere in version 2.2 of the retrieval software. The cause of this problem has been identified and it will be resolved in the next generation of the ACE-FTS software (Sica et al., 2007) . Profiles that exhibited these unphysical oscillations were excluded from the calculation of OH-equivalent temperatures reported here. The comparison of the two satellite datasets in Fig. 8 is a test of the zonal averaging employed in the case of the ACE-FTS data (because of the paucity of profiles) and indicates that the method provides a good representation of the temperature at the latitude under consideration.
In an ideal scenario, we would have simultaneous measurements of temperature and volume emission rate profiles 12 F. J. Mulligan and R. P. Lowe: OH-equivalent temperatures derived from ACE-FTS and SABER temperature profiles of the OH*(3-1) band. This would enable us to compute OH-equivalent temperatures using the appropriate weighting function. SABER measures the OH VER profile in the range 1.56-1.72 µm which includes mostly the OH*(4-2) and OH*(5-3) bands. Oberheide et al. (2006) reported that the goodness of fit between satellite OH equivalent temperatures and their ground based data deviated from unity when they employed the OH 1.6 µm VER profile as the weighting function. They speculated that the result might have been because the measured 1.6 µm VER profile is not a true representation of the OH*(3-1) band. However, altitude differences between the lowest and highest vibrational OH levels are not expected to exceed 2 km (McDade, 1991) . On the basis that the SABER OH 1.6 µm VER was the best available measure of the OH profile, we calculated an OH equivalent temperature for each SABER profile using its corresponding OH 1.6 µm VER. The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 10 . The OH-equivalent winter temperatures increased as expected, but this was accompanied by a decrease in the summer OH-equivalent temperatures. A detailed examination of the SABER OH 1.6 µm VER showed that both the height of the layer and its thickness are highly variable even on time scales as short as one day. A thinner OH layer in summer gives rise to a reduced OH-equivalent temperature as is clear from the averaged profiles for ACE-FTS shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 11 shows the 30 day averaged peak altitude and width at half-intensity of all the OH 1.6 µm VER profiles for 2004 and 2005 . While an overall seasonal trend is discernable in both the altitude and the half-width of the OH layer, we found that correcting 30-day averaged temperature profiles for SABER using the 30-day averaged altitudes and widths shown in Fig. 11 did not reproduce exactly the 30-day averaged temperatures obtained when each temperature profile was weighted by its corresponding the OH 1.6 µm VER profile. Differences as large as 7-8 K were obtained in some cases. We attribute this to the timescale of variability of the OH layer. We believe it is an important result for those attempting to reconcile temperatures measured by groundbased instruments with equivalent temperatures derived from satellite temperature profiles. Since we were unable to correct the SABER 30-day averaged temperature profiles for the altitude and width of the layer, we considered attempting to correct the ACE-FTS averaged temperature profile a futile exercise. Figure 10 shows that the after applying the OH 1.6 µm VER to its own temperature profile, the OH-equivalent temperatures now have an overall cold bias with respect to the ground based OH*(3-1) temperatures. A least squares linear fit of the ground-based and SABER data taking account of the uncertainty in both datasets (Reed, 1992 and references therein) gives a slope of 1.15±0.03, which indicates that the average offset (8.6±0.8 K) is temperature dependent. Bearing in mind that the satellite and ground based data are separated by more than a decade, the value of the offset obtained is comparable to the 7.5±0.5 K value obtained by Oberheide et al. (2006) for nearly coincident data. 
Discussion
It might be argued that the cold temperature bias found here arises from the fact that the ground-based data is separated in time by more than a decade from the two satellite datasets, and that the solar cycle may influence the average temperatures obtained. The comparison attempted here is based on the premise that the mean annual temperature cycle at mesopause altitudes has altered very little over the past decade. Several authors have attempted to detect a change in the temperature of the mesopause over periods greater than one solar cycle, e.g. Bittner et al. (2000) , . These reports have been summarised by Beig et al. (2003) who conclude that current results are inconclusive on the presence of any long term trend in the temperature at the mesopause. A recent simulation study of secular trends in the middle atmosphere over the period 1950-2003 by Garcia et al. (2007) shows that any trend in the vicinity of the mesopause is less than 0.5 K/decade. Marsh et al. (2006) found that the solar cycle effect due to radiative and geomagnetic forcing was in the range 2-5 K at altitudes in the 80-100 km region. The effect on the temperatures obtained in this study is expected to be very low due to the fact that the difference in time between the two data sets is almost exactly one solar cycle.
Despite the attempts to find an explanation for the temperature difference obtained above, the lack of coincidence between the ground-based data and the two satellite datasets represents a weakness in the comparison. Since groundbased data for Maynooth corresponding to the satellite measurement period is not available, this difficulty cannot be overcome completely. Instead, OH*(3-1) temperatures from the Ground-based Infrared P-branch Spectrometer (GRIPS) data at Wuppertal (51.3 • N, 7.2 • E) that are coincident with the satellite measurement period under consideration have been used as a proxy for the Maynooth station. The comparison described above for the Maynooth data was repeated for the Wuppertal data in the case of both ACE-FTS and SABER temperature profiles. Figure 12 shows a comparison of Wuppertal OH*(3-1) temperatures for the years 2004 and 2005 with OH equivalent temperatures for the same period derived from both ACE-FTS and SABER using the She and Lowe weighting function. The temperatures derived from the satellites are in good agreement, but they are both colder than the OH*(3-1) temperatures in winter although the offset is not as pronounced as in the case of the Maynooth data from eleven years earlier. Figure 13 shows the effect of applying to each SABER temperature profile its corresponding OH 1.6 µm VER as the weighting function. As in the case of the SABER data at Maynooth, the OH equivalent temperatures increased in winter and decreased in summer. The slope of the best fit line to the two data sets shown in Fig. 13 taking account of the error in both parameters was found to be 0.9±0.02 and the offset was found to be 4.5±0.5 K -González et al. (2007) recently reported SABER (version 1.06) temperatures to have a cold bias of 6.8±9 K at 87 km compared with temperatures from the Spectral Airglow Temperature Imager (SATI) instrument at Sierra Nevada Observatory (37.06 • N, 3.38 • W). The bias was reduced to 5.7 K when weighted with a typical OH emission layer of 10 km half width centred on 87 km. A comparison of ACE-FTS temperatures at 87.5 km altitude with 57 coincident nightly averaged temperatures derived from the OH*(6-2) band at Davis Station, Antarctica (68.6 • S, 78 • E) found the ACE-FTS average to be ∼7 K colder than OH averaged value (Sica et al., 2007) . Weighting the ACE-FTS temperatures with a Gaussian centred on 87 km with a half width of 8 km increased the ACE-FTS mean by only 0.3 K. von Savigny et al. (2004) reported a mean temperature difference of 7.1 K between collocated Mesospheric Temperature Mapper and SCIAMACHY observations again with the ground-based values higher than the satellite values.
López
It appears that temperatures derived from ground-based instruments that record hydroxyl emissions tend to be warmer by ∼5-7 K than the corresponding values measured by satellites. Atmospheric temperature measurement from OH rotational spectra has always been subject to the twin difficulties of an inexact knowledge of the emission height and the dependence of the retrieved temperature on the rotational transition probabilities used. There have already been several reports of the use of different transition probabilities in order to bring OH rotational temperatures into agreement with other methods (e.g. Turnbull and Lowe, 1989; French et al., 2000) . We have examined the impact of the altitude and the thickness of the emission layer on the temperatures in this study, but we have found that it is insufficient to eliminate the difference between satellite and OH rotational temperatures. At this point, we have not been able to identify the exact reason for the discrepancy between satellite and ground-based OH temperatures, and further work will be required to resolve the problem.
Conclusions
We began this study by making a comparison of OHequivalent temperatures derived from temperature profiles retrieved by the ACE-FTS satellite with ground based OH*(3-1) values measured at Maynooth (53.2 • N, 6.4 • W) more than a decade earlier. The annual cycle of temperature at mesopause altitudes was well reproduced and excellent agreement was obtained in the absolute value of the temperature minimum (∼162 K) and in its time of occurrence in the cycle. A significant divergence was observed in midwinter however, with the ACE-FTS OH equivalents more than 20 K less than the ground-based measurements. Results from ground stations at similar latitudes during the same time period appeared to confirm the validity of the OH*(3-1) data. Lowering the peak altitude of the weighting function used to compute the OH-equivalent temperatures to 84 km in wintertime brought the satellite results to within 14-15 K of the ground-based values. To bring the OH-equivalent temperatures into agreement with the ground-based values in midwinter, however, required the peak of the weighting function to be placed at an unrealistically low altitude.
We turned to SABER data because this instrument provides a simultaneous measure of the temperature profile and the OH VER profile at 1.6 µm. The OH equivalent temperatures derived from SABER and ACE-FTS were found to be in good agreement. When the SABER OH 1.6 µm VER profile was applied to its corresponding temperature profile, the OH equivalent temperatures became warmer in winter and colder in summer, but with an overall cold bias compared with the OH*(3-1) temperatures. These changes occurred because the altitude and the width of the OH emission layer exhibits considerable variability on a day to day basis, but with an overall seasonal pattern in which the layer is at a lower altitude in winter and is generally thinner in summer. The higher temperatures in winter were due to primarily to the lower altitude of the OH layer, while the colder summer temperatures were due to a thinner summer OH layer. We are not aware of previous reports of the effect of the layer width on ground-based temperatures.
The OH*(3-1) temperatures from Maynooth were 8.6±0.8 K warmer than the OH equivalent temperatures from the satellite and had a slight temperature dependence. We found that the variability of the OH layer in its altitude and width did not allow us to accurately reproduce the "true" OH equivalent temperatures from averaged temperature profiles using averaged OH layer altitudes and widths. On the basis of our study of SABER temperature and OH 1.6 µm VER profiles, we believe that any attempt to compare temperatures from satellites with ground based OH temperatures must have altitude information available on the state of the OH layer when the satellite temperature profile was recorded.
OH-equivalent temperatures from ACE-FTS and SABER were compared with OH*(3-1) rotational temperatures from Wuppertal recorded during the same time period (2004) (2005) . The general trend of the results found for Maynooth from a decade earlier, were well reproduced in the case of the Wuppertal data, but the magnitude of the warm temperature bias of the ground-based data was reduced to 4.5±0.5 K. A warm bias of temperatures measured by ground based instruments compared with equivalent temperatures derived from satellites has been reported now on a number of occasions. Further work will be required by both the satellite and ground-based community in order to understand the origin of this discrepancy.
